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STUDENTS TO RATE PROFS
Council Committee
Works O u t Details
students will rate their profs Student Council decided Monday
night when it passed a motion introduced by Dick Vreeland at the
regular meeting in the Alumni House.
The "Do Nothing CouncU" tag, featured on the editorial page
of Sandspur last wek, was hotly denied by student representatives in
the hour long meeting t h a t also heard reports on night tennis, the
Fiesta, and a plan for adding new duties to the office of Vice President.
President Horton appointed a
committee headed by Dick Vreeland to work out the details of the
plan. Other
members who will
work up the plans for the rating
sheet are Stan Rudd, Bill Munsey,
Barbara Mack, and Cornelia Hall.
Council members defended themselves against student, newspaper,
and faculty criticism pointing out
that the Student Council had done
many things this year. Ken Horton said, "Visitors are welcome
Founder's week at Rollins -will and any suggestions will be enfeature the animated
Magazine tertained."
Sunday and a formel dance, the
Dick Vreeland stated those who
Theta-Delta Chi "Plantation BaU,"
think the Council hasn't accomwhich will be held a t the Orange
plished anything this year should
Court Hotel Saturday night.
be invited to the meeting and
Among the other activities plan- state what they think should be
ned for the week are alumni mo- done.
tor tours from the college docks,
Stan Rudd gave an organized
crew races and water skiing exhibitions, the Gen. Chas. McCor- report on the possibUities of putting
up lights on the tennis courts
mick Reeve Literary and Oratorical
Competition, the musical recital for night games.
The lighting would be under a
of students of the Rollins ConserMoney
vatory, the rededication of Know- pay-as-you-go system.
les Hall, the MiUs Memorial Li- would be inserted in a slot in orbrary Cornerstone Ceremonies and der to make the lights go on for
an exhibition of Polynesian Art. an hour or the desired length of
Harvey, produced by the Rol- time. The price on that has not
lins Players will open Feb. 20, been decided as yet.
8:15 p. m., in the Rollins TheaP a r t of the income would go to
ter and will play through Feb. 24, pay for the electricity and the rest
with a matinee on the final date. would go to the fund t h a t origiHer Husband's Wife, presented by nally pays for the system. "AcRollins students will open Feb. 21, tually it's an investment," added
8:15 p. m., and will play through Bill Munsey.
Feb. 24 a t the Fred Stone TheaBarbara Feidelson
stated, " I t
ter.
would give the members on the
The Founders' Week Home-Com- girls and boys varsity teams a
ing Service will be held in Know- chance to play at night because
les Memorial Chapel on Sunday, classes occupy the courts during
Feb. 25, 9:45 a. m. On the same the day." Council
members will
day, Rollins Animated Magazine take it back to their groups. "Find
will open a t 2:30 p. m. A t 8:15 out if. the students like it and
p. m., a t the Winter Park Audi- if so go ahead and get the lighttorium, there will be a concert by ing," Ken Horton said.
the Central Florida
Symphony
Barbara Feidelson gave a rewith RoUins student soloists.
port on the progress of the Fiesta.
The men's groups voted during
their meetings Monday night for
the queens t h a t would represent
them a t the Fiesta. The queens
were voted on a basis of the best
all-around campus co-ed.
A general program has been
decided for the Fiesta weekend.
A parade a t 3:00 on Friday, a
dance Friday night, the midway
which will open a t noon on Saturday and an Amateur show Saturday night. Local people as well
as college and high school students
will be allowed to participate.
Ken Horton remarked, " I t sounds
as though it is going to be a good
job and we will give you our backing."
The Vice President of Student
Council should have certain duties
to perform and should be the head
of committees according to Dick
LARRY LESUEUR
Vreeland. At the present moment
his
only duty is to take the PresiLarry Lesuer, CBS News correspondent and analizer, will speak dent's place in the event that he
at the Rollins Animated Magazine is unable to attend. The CouncU
February 25. Lesuer was a Foreign will amend in the by-laws the duCorrespondent during World War
ties of the Vice President.
II.

Jam Packed

Week End

For Alumni

Pictured a r c Joan Patton, Karolyn Herring, Inez Libby. Back row, Peggy Burnett iind Ann Geir.

Sleeper's W a k e
Featured A t Bach
The Bach Festival of 1951 will be presented in Knowles Memorial
Chapel March 1, 2, and 3 and will feature the Passion According to St.
Matthew. Additional works will be Cantatas No. 106, God's Time Is
The Best; and the always popular No. 140, Slepers, Wake.
Harvey Woodruff, director of Rollins Conservatory of Music, will
again conduct the Festival and will be assisted by Robert Kee, acting
organist of Knowles Memorial Chapel; Katherine Carlo, pianist; Alphonse Carlo, concertmaster; and
Rudolph Fischer, cellist.
Vocal soloists are to be Ruth
Diehl, soprano; Lydia Summers,
contralto; aided by a newcomer
this year in t h e person of Ross
Rosazza, baritone, of the voice
faculty a t Rollins, who has already achieved an enviable repuMrs. Betty Farrington, wife of
tation throughout Central Florida
the Honorable Joseph R. Farringas a soloist of distinction.
For the first time in the his- ton, Hawaiian delegate to the
tory of the Festival, members of con.gress of the United States,
the Choir will participate in the
will open a Polynesian Art Exsinging of the smaller dramatic
roles in the St. Matthew Passion. hibit Saturday, Feb. 24, at the
Among those to be heard will be Morse Gallery of A r t .
Jacqueline Biggerstaff, Betty R.
A formal reception will open the
Woodruff, WUliam Bugh, Arthur event which will run through
Gregory, Richard Farrell, and
Maich 21. The public is invited to
Jack Reardon. Also the arias generally sung by a second baritone attend.
Mrs. Farrington, who was born
(Continued on page 8)
in Japan, and educated in Wisconsin, is president of the National
Federation of Republican Women's
Clubs. She has successfully tackled the problem of broadening the
base of the party to include a full
"Prevention of the Third World
partnership in GOP affairs for
W a r which threatens our civilization" will be discussed by Capt. women.
The Polynesian exhibit is mainPaul R. Coloney on Feb. 8 in t h e
Congregational Church of Winter ly pre-19th century, including a
Park, Fla. This is the third in a feathered shoulder cape, a stone
series of nine lectures on inter- fish god, wooden bowls, old musilei,
national relations held under the cal instruments, feathered
auspices of the annual John Mar- feathered kahili, mats, and quilts.
tin Series.
One of the wooden bowls once
to Queen Emma, while
Dr. Hamilton Holt wUl be re- belonged
„
placed on March 8 by Dr. Morris a Koa container once belonged to
Lazaron. The eminent author. Dr. | King Kalakaua. There are unusuJohn Haynes Holmes, Minister of | al musical instruments, such as
the Community Church of New bamboo nose flutes, and a drum
York, will take Dr. Lazaron's made from the trunk of a cocoanut
place on Feb. 22.
I tree.

Polynesian Art

Exhibit Shown

At Morse Gallery

Prevention Of Third World
War Topic Of Colony

Rex Beach Is
Unforgetable
Character
"The Most Unforgettable Character," an article by Louise Nizer
in the J a n u a r y issue of Reader's
Digest told the
story of Rex
Beach, a former Rollins student.
The article states that Rex
Beach's ashes are buried on the
campus under a large pUlar with
a bust of Rex on top.
On Tuesday, February 27 a memorial and burial service will be
conducted a t 2 p. m. in front of
the Alumni House at which time
both Rex Beach's ashes and his
wife's will be buried on the Rollins
Campus. The stone marker over
the grave will be a book rather
than a pillar, according to the
Rollins administration. Reverend
Paul Reeves from the
Winter
Park Episcopal Church will perform the ceremony.
Rex Beach, a nationally known
author, suffering from incurable
cancer of the throat shot himself
on December 7, 1949.
In his will, the 72-year-old
alumnus, asked t h a t two-niliths
of the residuary estate be given to
Rollins for a student loan fund.
His estate was estimated at about
§130,000, which was divided between his relatives, friends, office
and household servants before the
division of the residuary.
Pardner was Beach's first best
seller in 1905 and since then he
had written over 35 books, plus
many plays and articles. At his
death he was writing. Woman in
Ambush which was almost completed. It is expected it will be
made into a film, as were his
books. Laughing Bill Hyde, which
gave Will Rogers his first movie
role, and later The Barrier with
Jean Parker and Leo CarrUlo.
When Beach yeft Rollins, he began writing but it was several
years before he produced his best
seller in 1905. His 35 plays and articles have been read by millions.
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EDITORIAL

Energetic Corpse
Last week we described the Student
Council as a legislative corpse; Mondoy night the corpse displayed a commendable flurry of energy, but once
again with a handful of capable members who carried the ball.
Elsewhere on this page President
Ken Horton defends our legislators
by detailing their year's work and
Council member Dick Elliott in a letter charges the Spur with mud-slinging and questions our sincerity.
The criticism stands.
Although the program carried out
by this year's Council is on the whole
commendable, the rejection of re
sponsibility of student disciplining
cannot be called positive action. The
remaining Council program includes
the Fiesta and half a dozen successes
that match half a dozen failures.

Norton's Program
Here's the program outlined by
President Horton in the Sandspur the
first week of this college year.
"I should like to see the immediate
aims of the Council center around
he following: (1) create more parking facilities; (2) start a concession
that will bring in revenue for Council use; (3) take the initiative early
this year to create a "Job Placement
Service" for graduating students; (4)
plan a suitable activity to replace
Homecoming festivities of yesteryears."
It is not Ken's fault that the program failed. The legislative corpse
just didn't have energy enough to put
it across.
We contend that the few constructive measures of the year were put
across by a handful of Council members who had the ideas, the courage
to voice them, and the ability to carry
them out.

Case In Point
The Fiesta is a case in point. It
would have died had not one lone
Council member volunteered to take
on tre chairmanship of the program.
It would still have died had not energetic people outside the Council volunteered to aid the chairman.
If each group cannot elect a representative willing to carry on a legislator's duties, then something is
wrong with our electoral system. We
do not believe the present system prohibits a success Council. We do believe that it is imperative to elect the
best from each group when we get
around to tha job next term.
Student government will be as effective as student representatives.
D DR

So They
ley Say
By H A L SUIT
Once in a while the confused, swiftly
changing panorama of today's world becomes a dark, forboding and engulfing mass.
You keep searching for a break in the pattern. You keep looking for a patch of clear
sky in a heaven that appears filled with
ominous overtones; frightened, scurrying
clouds, driven by an ill-international wind.
You keep reaching for something tangible.
Something to serve as a counter-balance
. . . a stabilizing force. You can't help
wanting to "get away from it all".
Even the black letters appearing under
the even tapping on the keyboard, the coldness of the averhead uuorescent light, only
add to the feeling because you are looking
for something warm, rich . . . something
that lives only in yesterday's memories.
• Once again you'd like to feel the warm
earth of early summer underfoot. You'd
like to feel the rough bark of a sturdy oak
against your back. You'd like to listen to
the soft gurgling of a meandering brook
and watch the tiny eddys form around a
sun-baked rock.
Memory takes you swiftly back through
the years. You pause, occasionally, to recall and savour sorrije tidbit. Never the
big things, only the little ones.
An attack of temporary nostalgia in today's world should be forgivable. It sharply
reminds us of the fact t h a t security, and
peace of mind, have existed in this old
world. It further renews our courage and
helps temper the mind for the many new
tomorrows.
It reminds us t h a t there are men throughout the globe seeking and looking for a
peaceful objective. Any eiforts, along these
lines, must be considered a worthwhile endeavor. The varied components of a peace
formula haven't yet been found. But they
will be.
When they are, maybe somewhere a quiet
shady nook will be unoccupied.

Now Hear This
The administration and President Wagner
should be commended for sponsoring a wellconducted Economic Conference. The bringing together of prominent men with differences of opinion in discupsions open to
the public, helps one decide for himself
the position he is going to assume on domestic and international issues. This is
vital especially to the college man and
woman because their opinions, backed with
a college education, are usually scrutinized
by business men with no college education
who attempt to cover up for a complex
about not having received degrees by trying to outdo the learned applicant.
The question and answer method was another factor of prime miportance.
The
great differences of opinion and the earnest
attempts to get a valid solution from them
stimulated interest in the problems.
By listening and believing what he hears,
the average person makes it possible for
the man and woman with ability to attain
eminence. If it wasn't for the common
man, there wouldn't t e a prominent person
since an important individual must win
confidence from the people to support him
before he is paramount to the people.
If a person assumes a political role on
the grounds of a promise which he cannot
or wUl not keep, he is hindered by political
opponents, newspapers, commentators and
the people who elected him. Consequently,
though he cannot do the right kind of job
he has to remain in government two years.
A theory which might check this trend
would be to conduct electioneering on the
question-answer basis as described in the
recent Economic Conference. This might
stimulate mutual interest and prevent a
politician from makJng declaratory remarks he doesn't mean.
Education is more important today than
it ever has been in world history. Though
many students say t h a t the purpose of
higher education is to prepare one for life
and an eventual occupation, the world crisis
will tell you t h a t a thorough knowledge of
human nature and an ability to reason first
and act emotional later are valuable assets
toward combating a fanatically formed
government.
By DICK P A R K E R

Mud Slinging Editorial
Dear Editor:.
Your editorial last week on the Student
Council surprised me in many respects.
A "mud slinging" editorial policy often
times brings about beneficial and worthwhile changes. However, before such titles
as a "Do Nothing Council," and "Legislative
Corpse," are used, a very concientious study
should be made. In many respects I fear
you have not looked at the Council closely
enough.
In one section of your editorial you challenged the caliber of the representatives
the social groups have sent to represent
them. Dosn't it seem logical to you t h a t
they would send the most capable people
they have to do the job, and it is my opinion
that, with few exceptions, they have. The
following is a list of the people you branded
as incapable: Paula Wrenn, Alpha Phi;
Barbara Mack, Chi Omega; Polly Clark,
Gamma Phi Beta; Virginia Apgar, Kappa
Alpha Theta; Diane Vigeant, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Hester Davis, Phi Mu;'Corky Hall,
Pi Beta Pi; Shirley Christianson, Barbara
Fiedelson, Independent Women;
Norby
Mintz, Alpha Phi Lambda; Dave Manley,
Kappa Alpha; Bud Felix, Delta Chi; BUI
Munsey, Lambda Chi Alpha; Ed Cushing,
Sigma Nu; BUly Key, X Club; Dick Vreeland and Art Gregory, Independent Men.

Prof's
G
Tor s v.orner
By J. H. RUSSELL

While listening to the student de
bate Saturday morning at the Eco"
nomic Conference I was moved to
write down the following thoughts
for the consideration of the Sandspur
staff, the Student Council, or any
other group which may want to do
something about them.
There could be at Rollins College
a great deal of debating activity of
fairly high order. It could be organized on both intramural and intercollegiatt basis. There is a large
number of godd student spearkers
on this campus. The library is stocked
well above the average for a small
college, and the staff is most cooperative in helping the student get information. In the field of international relations the Institute of World
Government has valuable source anji
supplementary material. Topping all
this the students have unequalled opportunities to meet and hear experts
and authorities in many fields . These
people appear in the numerous lecture series held in Winter Park during the winter.
You called this Council a "Do Nothing,"
It is not necessary to labor the
one. If this is a "Do Nothing" Council, point that the success of our democwhat have the other ones been ? In the ratic for mof government depends
three years I have been here no other Coun- in no small measure on an informed
cil has undertaken more ambitious plans and articulate electorate. And what
than has this one. I refer you to the min- better preparation is there for taking
utes of past Councils to' substantiate this. part in public affairs than debating
I would like to ask you just what you the live issues of the day?
would like this Council to do t h a t it isn't
In considering the great problem
doing? I presume you have read of the of averting total war; can we expect
Student Association in your R Book. In the generals, or the diplomats, or the
it its constitution and By-Laws are stated. executive department of the governThe Council has done everything t h a t these ment to come up with solutions? Or
documents prescribed, and a good deal should it be the concern of the legismore. The Council would perhaps under- lative department which has the time
take other activities, but they might be con- and facilities for deliberation? Also,
sidered out of the sphere of our authority. are not the elected representatives
In so far as your editorial goes I, per- more responsive to the
people? I
sonally, am inclined to question your sin- maintain that the originality and
cerity. You are a member of a social group ingenuity called for in making polithat has two Council representatives. If cy these days is not to be found in
you would like to see some constructive leg- one man or in one group.
islation passed, I am quite confident t h a t
I have a strong feelin andd faith
they would carry out your wishes. You rethat the Rollins students and faculferred to a "Legislative Corpse." Aren't
ty could make a significant contriyou personally responsible for the very bution of the national and intemathing you are condemning.

May I remind t i o n a l p o l i c i e s of t h i s c o u n t r y . All it

you that during most of last year you were | takes is interest, organization, and
an alternate representative of the Inde- last, but not least, action.
pendent Men. From Nov., 1949 until May,
GEORGE SAUTE.
1950 (the period you held this office), you
missed nine of the Council's meetings. I
realize t h a t your position on t h e Sandspur
most likely made these absences necessary,
but, nevertheless, week after week on of
the Independent Men's chairs was vacant
until you were finally replaced.
Before you pick up another handful of
mud to throw at the Student Council I
wish you would step back a few paces and
take a little broader look at things. If this
were done perhaps the power of your pen
could be put to better use.
Sincerely,
R. A. ELLIOTT

CounciilConcern

Dear Editor
Naturally your editorial last week, "Do
Nothing Council," was viewed by many
Council representatives with much concern. A number of students have done outstanding work on the 1950-51 Council and
with the intention of giving these individuals due respect, I should like to record a
few of this Council's successful projects:
1. Conducted the 1950 Fiesta.
(This
project was initiated by the 1949-50 Council and carried out by the present Council.)
2. Sponsored the Senior Dance for the
Class of 1950.
3. Amended the Council's Constitution
so t h a t we could have broader representation from the social groups.
4. Amended the Council's By-laws to
eliminate questionable election procedures.
5. Sponsored the Pelican Improvement
Program.
6. Changed the evening Beanery hours
to reduce greatly the time spent standing
in line.
7. Endorsed the "Pep Song Project,"

which was conducted by the Cheerleaders.
8. Currently sponsoring the 1951 Fiesta.
In addition to the above projects, other
students have earnestly worked on ideas
which failed t o materialize and/or tackled
administrative ideas with zeal and vigor.
To name a few:
1. The parking situation.
2. The establishment of a Job Placement Service. (The funds needed for such
a project were unavailable.)
3. Rejected the Deans' proposal for Student Policing.
4. Worked on getting tuition refunds foi
students enlisting in the service before the
end of the school year. (A change in drafting procedures eliminated this proposal.)
I mention these items to emphasize the
fact t h a t this CouncU has not been altogether dormant. We should all remember
t h a t these ideas and projects take time to
plan and carry out. Some representatives
have worked as long as six weeks on »
single project.
In addition to the above activities, the
Council has routine administrative duties
to perform, such a s : Conducting aU student elections; appropriating Student Ass
elation funds; keeping a proper check
the expenditures of these funds; and maintaining standing committees.
Not to have one and one-half hour lo"?
meetings each week does not necessanJ
indicate t h a t this is a "Do Nothing ^'f'
cil." At the present time we are workiM
two projects: Lights for the TenW
Courts; and t h e 1951 Fiesta.
Let t h e reader be t h e judge. Is this
"Do Nothing Council?"
Sincerely,
KEN HOETON
President, Student Count
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Lohr Lea
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FLIGHT COURSE

By HENRIETTA NEMEROFF
Our hearty thanks goes out this
week to those sandwich-slinging
coffee-pouring virtuosos performing so grandly behind the Center
grill. They take a lot of guff from
us students that would t r y the patience of Job. In fact, they would
likely find Job's rubbish heap,
sackcloth, and ashes decidedly
more pleasant than their present
lot.

Here's the way it goes: At 8:00
a. m., t h e doors of the Center
are opened. The unfortunate doorman is immediately air-borne back
to the' counter by the first surge
of early-risers. The eight o'clockers are usually students who have
tests A period, and so are easily
satisfied by a nourishing .08 cup
of Java. At 8:29'/2 the magno
stampede can be heard in the ditance. The majority of the Rollins'
students are coming—590 of them.
Everyone braces themselves and
clings to some presummably permanent fixture. One split second
and several split skulls later they
arrive at the counter—simultaneously. (Rollins is famed for its
spirit of cooperation.) The orders
are shrieked—again simultaneously, and t o a passer-by it sounds
like this:
"Gimmea ublglo golydinfg cup
also giffei vigfvle simltooty and
culfm coffee and fofvn coffee jubl
to ethics gumf toast
amulyfvty
Jesus ouch camlt famp toi how
m u c h ? " This does sound like a
job for Superman, but since Clark
is off somewhere
rendezvousing
with Lois, the girls fill these concise, pithy orders themselves.
The serving requires tact and
descrimination, for in this situation might is right—and the ones
on top are invariably taken care
of first. A gentle stab with the
aggressive end of a fraternity pin
serves as a kindly reminder to us
on the bottom to wait our turn.
Behind t h e counter the girls
work miracles. They have a big,
wide space to work in— probably
a foot or so—and they dodge each
other as neatly as students do
classes on examination day. With
amazing speed and efficiency we
receive our coffee—followed closely by the cup.
Unexpectedly (I don't know
why, for it happens every morning) an uncertain melody—played
upon a bugle, some say—pierces

Sigma Nu's Jim Haywood (kneeling) explains a problem in navigation to Delta Chi would-be pilots Bruce Elwell, "Smokey" Stover, and
John Haussermman. All were enrolled in the cross-country pilot coarse.
the daybreak. Excuse me •— the
beautiful, warm, sunny, Florida
daybreak, insists the Chamber of
Commerce. (I don't have to tell
you, though.) The students mark
on the first discord, get set on the
second discord, and the third is
happily lost in the premature explosion. In other words—they depart. Later during the day the
doors are replaced on their hinges
and trampled bodies are stacked
in the corner.
After this, the routine sobers
down to a minor rush only once
an hour—which resembles a volcanic eruption—just a wee, little
volcano. In that tense interlude
between
Flower
Arrangements,
201, and Lake Virginia Wading,
304, the students become more
civil, only knocking a person down
when he's in their way. They
gather in small groups of 20 or 30
at a table and discuss weighty,
philosophical problems such as
how many atoms are contained in
a can of beer, or the possibility of
disproving the existence of Harpers. ( I t can be done under certain conditions.) Occasionally we
all join together in that grand
Rollins spirit and fondly sing goodnight to someone named Irene. Or
in more savage moods, common to
college populations, we reverently
drown clay images of professors
in scalding coffee, while chanting
clever little curses about physics
and history that talented literature majors no doubt composed.

New Flight
Course Offered
Three Delta Chi's, Bruce Ellwell, Carl (Smokey) Stover, and
John Haussermann, began pilot
training last week in the new
"Group Training Through Travel"
course at Showalter Airpark. The
three students, along with their
instructor Ford (Buck)
Rogers,
make up the second class in what
is becoming an outstanding experiment in flight training.
The course is a novel one in
that training is given in a fourplace 'flying classroom' instead of
in the
conventional
two-place
training ship. Students rotate at
the controls and while not occupied in actually flying the airplane they learn to navigate and
use radio aids to navigation. In
this way it is possible to learn to
fly in a much shorter number of
actual pilot hours, to enjoy a
number of interesting flying trips
while learning, and to • get a Private License for less money than
would be expended in an ordinary
flight course.
Jim Haywood, Sigma Nu, was
the first Rollins student to enroll
in this new-type training and he
has now almost completed the
course. Jim's class was made up
of students Lyman Huntington
and Don Johnson, both of Winter
Park. Howard Showalter instructed this first group which was the
first such class to receive this
type of training in the Southeastern United States. During this
course trips were made t o New
Orleans and Key West as well as
to practically every city in Florida. In concept the course follows
the familiar RoUins Plan of training in small groups and with the
thought that classes should be
made as interesting as possible.
It is possible to learn to fly and
to have a good time while doing
so. If you don't
believe it, ask
Haywood about the 'Oyster Girl.'

A casual visit is terrifying
enough. But through all this—day
after
day, week after wek, month
ELONGATED WHATZITS
after month, year after, (you get
the idea), stand those four sainted
per.sons to whom we are all deeply
indebted. The four who make pos5^ ible this gay panorama of college
life—Helen, Tiny, Jackie, and
Carl—deserve a bronze plaque for
services rendered above and beyond the cafl of duty. Not only
do they stand it willingly (the
shackles, or should I say shekels
are immaterial) but they also
smile. "Greater love hath no man
than this." It is amazing, too, that
although the smiles are sometimes
twisted and torture-ridden, understandably, they are always sincere. Great work, team. Gunga
Din and all that.
1. Mixed one part to three with
Hadacol.
Alumni and former students of
2. There is a great wailing and Rollins CoUege will hold their annual Homecoming weekend Feb.
gnashing of teeth.
23 to 25, as one of the highlights
of the annual Founders' Week
program, Dr. Paul
A. Wagner,
president, announced yesterday.
NEEDLECRAFT
A series of special events have
been arranged for the returning
Shoppe
old grads. Miss Aurora McKay,
KNITTED GOODS
alumni secretary, said. Special
DOLLS
ceremonies will include the forGREETING CARDS
mal acceptance of the first Rollins class bell from the original
Entrances:
Winter
Park
Congregational
150 Park Ave., S.
church, on Friday, Feb. 23; the
151 Centre St., S.
Hey, Fleet! Can you hear me?
annual
luncheon
with
Dr. WagWINTER PARK
I say, can you hear me? Fleet!
ner as speaker. •
Hey, Fleet . . . Fleet?

Collins Plans Set

For Homecoming

ZOE'S

FOUR
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STONE THEATER DOES IT AGAIN
HITHER & YON
LATEST PRODUCTION UNINSPffiED

light attack discharged by Bob SOMETHING FOR T H E GIRLS
Buck.
At last, we know somebody who
has
a job. Lynn Bailey, who you
By REBEL And PERK
will remember for her last role in
The Corn Is Green, is now teachThe Fred Stone Theatre, in its second production of the 50-51 seaWe're pleased to find t h a t J e r r y ing two classes a week to the
son, presented a group of three one act plays.
Clark has secured the lead in t h e high-schoolers at the Hungerford
The first play was " S t r a n g e Road, an embarrasingly boring fan- Rollins' Player's forthcoming pro- school.
t a s y by a former Winter P a r k resident, which won a prize a number duction of Harvey, in the Annie
Opening the Orlando paper this
Russell. Mr. Bailey will direct this
of years ago.
show, which includes in its cast: morning, we were delighted to see
Miss Annie Russell w a s a judge in the contest which awarded
the
lovely (WOW) form of NeUle
Janet
Stanaland, Dave
Estes,
the prize to "Strange Road." Very strange.
gracing
Ranny Walker, Ed Wells, and Kit Burt, Pinehurst beaut,
the front page, a heart-warming
In a play with a theme and plot t h a t developed an interesting Johnson.
episode t h a t helped dispel t h e preparallel to A Dream for Marjorie,
Last Thursday night saw one coffee gloom of early morning.
another fiasco in the Fred Stone,
of the most drenching bombardBarbara Weisenbarger gave t h e
The Inspector General
was
ments Chase Hall has yet experibest performance. While she lackshown at the Annie Russell last
enced in The Water Gun Uprised projection, she gave her p a r t
Tuesday. We liked it. We like
ing. The KAs, attacking with
the keynote of sincerity it needed.
Danny Kaye. In fact, if its a t t h e
heavy artillery in t h e form of
Barbara portrayed a tired and
Annie Russell and if it isn't a
firehouse, completely drenched t h e
hardworking widow in a fishing
travelogue, we like it. Lets have
upstairs ax-ea in an unprecedenttown in either Scotland,
Wales,
more of things like Odd Man Out
ed attack. Kazem Barakat, the
England or Ireland. I'm stUl not
and the Hasty Heart.
(ACP) A columnist for the Stuclear as to where the play w a s dent Life at Utah State College Egyptian Pistoleer, suffered a
Also saw Pagan Love Song a t
set, because t h e accents seemed recentrly got fed up with sorori- the most hardened
melodrama the Beacham. So movies is better
to wander over most of the Gaelic, ty shmaltz. He declared:
than ever, huh? Oh, really . . .
fans."
Brittanic, and Scandinavian areas.
In Pagan Love Song, it would
"If you want to watch an inElsewhere
thinking
students
Sally Stewart, who played t h e triguing display of mass emotion,
appear
t h a t Tahitians do nothing
were going down on the Greeks
mother of the girl to whom Bar- j u s t drop over to t h e commons
but have parties, parties, parties,
for other reasons.
bara's character's son was engag- building today or tomorrow and
Michigan's Student Legislature and make love. We assure the uned, comes in next in achievement. watch the would-be sorority gals
voted to give fraternities six years versed, this has nothing on the
Miss Stewart, however, dropped take out their preference banquet
to get rid of their discriminatory front porch of Cloverleaf a t 9:59
noticeably out of character when bids. The weeping, wailing and clauses. If the Student Affairs p. m. It would be an interesting
she made h e r exits. I could almost gnashing of teeth t h a t prevails Committee gives the green light, project for some psychology mahear her say "Well, thank God every year at t h e conclusion of t h e fraternities t h a t still have dis- jor to be present at t h a t time
sorority rushing season is enough criminatory clauses by September every night for a week, count t h e
t h a t ' s over with."
J a c k Mehlek played the role of to t u g a t the h e a r t strings of even 1956, will be banned from campus bodies, and tote up an average. Having run various femmes for the
We promise to print it, Censors edification of t h e campus males we
a ghost, which is a difficult role
Paralleling t h e U. of M. action,
now take pleasure in presenting
This p a r t serves mainly t o supor no.
to create. He did his best. J a c k
something for t h e opposite sex
port t h e other two, b u t Tally ad- the governing student body at CoThat Hunk of Manhood is BUI Munlacks variation and vocal power,
lumbia
University
proposed
t
h
a
t
mirably played t h e fulcrum balif we don't, they say we a r e too sey of Lambda Chi Alpha.
but he apparently did w h a t he
fraternities on their campus be
ancing the two other p a r t s .
serious. If we publish
original
could with t h e p a r t . With good
given until October, 1956, to get
Donald Allen, who directed all
m a t t e r , they say we lack variety;
direction, Jack may become much
rid of all written, racial and r e three plays, did a wonderful job
if we publish things from other
D'Agostino's
better.
ligious barriers.
with this peice, a play written in
magazines, they say we are too
Mary Ann Hobart gave a good the middle of the last century,
How to get on with your Profs. lazy to write our own. If we stay
performance, considering t h e fact type in which t h e actors speak
The Northwestern News, a t in t h e office, we ought to be out
t h a t she began rehearsals two directly to the audience.
Let's Northwestern University, recently rustling material, we a r e n o t a t - American & Italian Dishes
days before t h e show broke. I have more of this type in the
offered a few tips t o students who tending to business in t h e office.
Famous for Fine Foods
noticed she flubbed a line now and Fred Stone, which is ideally suitw a n t to be a success at College. If we wear old clothes, we a r e
then, b u t she gave a connotation ed to them.
insolvent college students; if we For a party of 20 or more
Tips included:
of discouragement to her p a r t ,
wear new ones, we got money from
The third and last play w a s J.
Reserve our
"Look alert, take notes. If you
which w a s written in.
M. Barrie's famous Twelve Pound look a t your watch, don't stare at graft. W h a t t h e hell a r e we supBURGUNDY ROOM
On t h e whole, t h e four actors Look, the story of a woman who
posed to do anyway? Like as not
it unbelievingly and shake it."
U.S. Hi-way 17-92
and actresses might have done escapes the stodgy life of continusomeone will say we swiped this
"Laugh a t his jokes. You can
P h . W.P. 4-2684
much better with a much better al success t h a t she married into.
from an exchange. We did."
tell . . . if he looks up from his
play.
As the woman, who takes up notes and smiles expectantly, he
typing after leaving h e r husband, has made a funny."
The second play was a thorough- Debe Barnes w a s excellent. The
•
COLONY
(
"Ask for outside reading. You
ly delightful thing called Box and p a r t called for determination and
THEATRE
don't have to read it. J u s t ask
Cox, in which Louis Ingram and sophistication, which Debe
A I R CONDITIONED
gave
John Keene played t h e title roles. it. Her attitude toward her for- for it."
DOORS OPEN 12:45
I n g r a m was good a s a printer mer husband w a s one of accurate
How Hard do Profs Work?
SUNDAY
thru TUESDAY
who doesn't know he is sharing his 'blase'-ness, which was charming.
THURS. thru SAT.
According t o the Hastings' Col
J O H N GARFIELD
room with another who works at
JOHN WAYNE
Hank Shannon, a s Sir H a r r y , legian a student a t t h a t college
PATRICIA N E A L
daytime while Louis works at the about-to-be-knighted
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
spouse, decided to see if professors actual
night. Louis does his best in roles was good, but his lines were most- ly read all the term papers re
t h a t require tongue-in-cheek in- ly too loud and mouthed. There is quired in a course. He inserted a
dignation, something which he
certain strain in Hank's voice p a r a g r a p h in his term paper statachieved in this role.
ing he didn't believe teachers read
which he ought to eliminate.
WED. and THURS.
John Keene played a h a t t e r who
Billy MacGregor played Sir w h a t pupils write, and asking t h e
-ALSOE V E ARDEN
was unbeknowingly sharing t h e H a r r y ' s second wife r a t h e r well. professor to underline t h a t p a r a HAROLD LLOYD
HOWARD DaSILVA
printer's room. While t h e play is She did, however, seem a bit con- graph if he read it. The paper was
j u s t a bit drawn out, John w a s fused a t times, but this was not returned . . . unmarked.
funny from curtain to curtain. His very noticeable.
Other P a p e r s have F u n Too
SUNDAY thru THURS.
scene t h a t requires putting on an
Mush Woodward was superb as
The Beacon, student newspaper
assortment of hats w a s his best.
butler. Mush also designed the of Rhode Island State College, a p John, I believe, has a great tal- sets for t h e three plays, all of parently has as much fun with its
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
ent for comedy, and will go far which were well done. In fact, so student body a s the Sandspur does.
IRENE DUNNE
in this field.
well done t h a t the set for " S t r a n g e
F R E D MacMURRAY
"Getting out a newspaper is no
VAN
JOHNSON
Tally Merritt played Mrs. Boun- Road," which w a s t h e old "Dark picnic," it declared. "If we print
CATHERINE GRAYSON
cer, the boardinghouse keeper who of the Moon" flats turned inside jokes, students say we a r e silly;
COMPLETE SHOWS:
is tying to get double rent by out, w a s really r a r e .
6:45, 8:45, 10:00
giving Cox and Box t h e same room.
— P E T E R ROBINSON.
MAKE THIS TERM
ANDY D E V I N E

News From
AU Over

VILLA NOVA

PRAIRIE LAKE
DRIVE-IN

"THE BREAKING
"WITHOUT
POINT"
RESERVATIONS"
"MadWednesday"

"GROUNDS FOR
MARRIAGE"

"THREE
HUSBANDS"

"NEVER A DULL
MOMENT"

A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

Only 2 Miles to

SHOWALTER
AIR PARK

START

WINTER PARK DRIVE-IN
THURSDAY and FRIDAY

NOW!

F I R S T ORLANDO SHOWING

"ROGUE

RIVER"

RORY CALHOUN
Cinecolor

TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Prescriptions Accurately Filled
Lelong, Yardley, Germaine Montiel, Tussey, Lentheric
102 N. PARK AVE.

WINTER PARK
DIAL 4-3701

If you're a polished, up to t h e
minute dancer, every one w a n t s
to be your partner. And it's
so easy to be an expert a t Arthur Murray's. Here talented
teachers know the best and easiest way to make you smooth and
conldent in just a few lessons.

ARTHUR

MURRAY
P I N E ST. corner MAIN

SATURDAY thru THURSDAY
F I R S T OUTDOOR SHOWING

"BREAKTHROUGH"
DAVID BRIAN

jOHN

AGAR

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
1st SHOW 6:45

BOX O F F I C E CLOSES 10 P.M.
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Kappa X-Club Will Present Alpha PhVs Will
Annual
Informal Hula Hop Saturday Sponsor
Cardiac Benefit
1:45 Permission Granted Girls

Kappa Kappa Gamma and XClub will present the first informal dance of the year Saturday
night, February 10.
The Skylight Room of t h e Angebilt Hotel will be the scene of t h e
"Hula H o p " beginning at 9:30,
after t h e basketball game.
Ed Cushings orchestra wUl furnish the music and he promises
that some of it will be in keeping
with t h e Hawaiian theme. Fine
entertainment has been recruited
from t h e Kappa's and t h e X-Club.
Intermission promises a hula
dance by the X-Club's new initiates and t h e crowning of t h e King
and Queen of Hearts which is
sponsored by the Alpha Phi's. As
if something more was needed, refreshments will be served.
Since the dance is scheduled to
end a t 1:00, girls will be given
1:45 permission. So really, there's
no reason why you can't come and
join in t h e fun. See you there!

Classes To Give
f>
*^Shakespeariana

Valentine's February brings with
it King and Queen of Hearts.
Each year, in conjunction with
the national project, the Alpha
Phi's sponsor this contest for the
cardiac Drive.
The Sororities and Fraternities
nominte couples as candidates and
dime votes bought in the student
center determine the winning coupie.
During intermission at the Kappa X-Club dance Saturday, Febr u a r y 10, the couple will be crowned King and Queen of Hearts and
presented with gifts for the occasion.
Put your candidates in winning
positions and aid a worthy cause
while vying for honors. Votes will
be sold through Saturday after-

The students of English 318 and
English 204 wUl present "Shakespeariana" on Monday afternoon,
Feb. 12, at 4:15 in Dyer Memorial. The entire Rollins Family is
cordially invited to this class project.
The program will
consist of
songs and solUoquies from Shakespeare's plays, music of Shakespeare's day, and a scenery design
display. Those participating in the
program will be Professors Ross
Rosazza and John Carter and the
following students: Shirley Christiansen, Ed Cushing, MarshaU
Stone,
Doris
Campbell,
Jack ADAM AND EVE
Reardon, Betty Garret, Dan Bradley, George Lymburn, Cynthia
Crawford, Ranny Walker, Jack
Mehleck, C o r k y
Scarborough,
Lynn Bailey, Mariel Riddle, WUliam Lyell, and Peter Robinson.
JACQUE FAITH
The college today plays a great
role in the creation of fashions
for both sexes throughout the
world because the youth has
grown to be the outstanding age
group and has forged the way for
many of our American heritages
By BETSY F L E T C H E R
in fashion. So this column is dediOverheard
Rollins was well represented in cated to you, who I hope with sinJohn Wetzel and Stumpy Wil- the audience and all enjoyed it . . . cere interest will read it, comment
on it and if you have any suggeskinson have been water skiing in
tions, write to me about them.
Alums
their room ever since a Kappa AlArt
Swacker,
X-Club, '50, is
The clothes of Adam for the
pha active raid . . . J a n McCraw
a welcomed alum back in Florida. past 50 years have been varied to
asking , Guess who has the pretCome around often. A r t . . . Alvin a very small degree. And whether
tiest eyes in t h e n a t i o n ? " What a
McSchneetz, Sigma Nu, '50, arriv- it is summer, winter, fall or
look of bliss when you answer Al ed last weekend to visit his Kappa spring, he has had to sweat it out
Lary! ! !
in black coats, heavy tweeds and
gal . . .
gabardines, but now he is getting
Pinned
Weekend Ramblings
t h a t break that he so well deserves
Bev Vickerstaff, Kappa, to Paul for the new linen or palm beach
Lakeside was deserted last week Shelton, Sigma N u ; Cindy Woll,
cloth suits a r e making headlines.
end while Ginger Brooks, Rose
Gamma Phi, to Don Geddes, KapNayler and Paula Wrenn
were
In Eve's line, lavendar is the
pa Alpha; Barbara Sheppard, AlMerle Hodges' guests in F t . Myers.
color. Lavendar blouses, with great
phi, to Carol Bailey, Theta Delta
J o HalL Phyllis Brettell and Barsleeves and pleated
backs are
Chi.
going to be the rage during the
bara Varland were in Miami and
Pledged
coming season. White collars that
Alys Oglesby went to New Orleans
Marilyn Shinton, Kappa Kappa are reversable are headlines on the
for Mardi Gras . . . Betty Hnnstnew sheath look t h a t the spring
man went up to Jacksonville to Gamma.
Initiated
woman shall wear. The hair should
meet a marine from Oklahoma . . .
Kappa Alpha: Dave Shelley be worn approximately six inches
Ann Boyle flew to Washington and
longer than last year and either
Lee for Fancy Dress Deener Vige- and Clark Berdan.
Gamma Phi Beta: Marcia Mat- worn loosely around the face or
ant was grounded in Jacksonville
pulled back in a variation of tlie
tox,
Ardath
Norcross,
Jeanne
on Jier w a y up to Lexington . . .
Jean Washburn flew to Dartmouth Washburn, Pye Mayhue, Betsy old bun. Also, in the Vogue
Fletcher, and Mariel Riddle, who January 1951 issue, there is a picfor Winter Carnival . . .
won the outstanding pledge and ture of a girl with a lavendar
blouse and "Miss Clairol's Flamin"
Glad To See
the scholarship award.
Kappa Alpha Theta:
Gloria hair. This color hair, I am proud
Adrinne Colobella, of New York
to announce, can be had at many
City, here visiting her brother, Burns, Allee Chatham, Billie Dor- of the beauty salons in and around
Dick. Corrin Hall is certainly as ney, Sally Hopple, Jane Koltmeier, Orlando, and this
exact blouse
Sauerpleased as t h e rest of t h e campus Marie Perkins, Shirley
may be bought at E. Proctors.
vdth her visit! . . . Shows like burn, P a t Sheppard, Bev StrickThis is more a preview of what
"Bridegroon" come t o Orlando. land, Mary Wales, and Sara Whitten.
I should like to talk about in the
future. Next week I shall discuss
Adam,
cuff-links,
coUege
Bobby Fulton's Puppets wUl pre- for
and shirts. And for Eve, I
Park Avenue Beauty Shop sent an hour's version of "Jack and hats
the Beanstalk", a t 10:30 a.m. Sat- shall discuss hemlines, shoes and
Hair Styling
urday a t Annie Russell Theatre, colors. Here's hoping you like my
Phone 4-6331
Howard Bailey, theatre director, column. If you have any comments, please send them to Jacque
532 Park Ave., S.
announced yesterday.
Faith in care of t h e Sandspur.

Fashions, Fads
And Fantasies

Sigma Nu Pledges Perform
Doris Campbell's
Junior Recital
The Rollins College Conservatory of Music presented Doris M.
Campbell, pianist, student of the
Conservatory, in her Junior recital the evening of Sunday, February 4, at the Winter Park Woman's Club.
Doris, who has already appeared in many student recitals in
Dyer Memorial at RoUins, played
Beethoven's Sonata, Opus 10 No.
3 and Children's Corner by Debussy. Also on the program were
numbers by Scarlatti and Chopin.
Beside her regular studies at
Rollins, Doris has suplemented
her education in becoming secretary of Rollins Chapel
Choir,
Treasurer of Student Music Gild
and Historian of Phi Beta, National Fraternity of Music and
Speech.

The Sigma Nu Pledge Class ran
riot last Wednesday and Thursday.
As part of the fraternity hell-week
the boys dressed as various characters out of the active imagination.
Jerry Campbell took honors and
several cuts as a baby on roller
skates. Henry Menendez appeared as "Miss Miami" and Dick Snyder played the part of Huckleberry
Finn.

HANDICRAFT
STUDIO

YARN SHOP
Everything for Knitting
211 East Welbourne Ave.
WINTER PARK
PHONE 3-7334

VALENTINE GIFTS*
Exclusive with

FRANCES SLATER
*Perfume, dusting powder or soap from
HATTIE CARNEGIE prettily wrapped
New FISHER lingerie — scarvesby VERA

TILSON'S SEWING MACHINES
INCORPORATED

RENTALS
BUTTONS AND BUSKLES COVERED
BUTTON HOLES MADE
T E L E P H O N E 4-3841
337 PARK AVE., S.

WINTER PARK

NANCY'S

VALENTINE GIFTS
VALENTINE CARDS

•

NYLON LINGERIE
for your every need

• Linen Pique Blouses •
in pastel shades

THE SMALL STORE WITH THE BIG SELECTION
208 S. Park Avenue

Phone 3-2981

*

Plaid Dresses - 9 to 15 — $10.95

*

Dark "Princess Style" Dresses — $17.95

^

Playtone Skirts and Blouses in Sun-gold,
Jade, Navy, Lime — $5.95 each

•

at the

SHOP

BONNIE JEAN

Also Playtone Shorts - same colors — $4.95

THE CYRI-LEE
*
111 E. WELBOURNE AVE.

We have Classic Black Shorts — $4.95

SIX
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Crew Begins
February 12
O n Maitland

Gal-axy
of Sports
BY M A R N E E NORRIS

• By W H I T SIMPSON
Next Monday, February 12, the
1951 edition of the intramural
crew season gets under way on
Lake Maitland.
The first
race, beginning
at
4:30 brings together Sigma Nu
and Alpha Phi Lambda. In the
second contest " X " Club takes on
t h e Independents.

WILD P A S S E S : Some days it
doesn't pay to get out of bed. That
just about sums up t h e last varsity game. Maybe it was lack of
practice or maybe it was just a
different court, but no combination
of 6 gals that got out on t h e floor
t h a t night looked, or felt, much
like a team. Must have lost t h e
ball every
other time
on bad
passes. Looked to me like t h e forwards hit about 9 percent of their
shots. I t wasn't a
question of
which was t h e better team, but
which was t h e worse.

This year's meet will be r u n off
in five days. Two
fraternities.
Kappa Alpha and Lambda Chi,
will not launch crews. Each shell
will be allowed two varsity men.
Undoubtedly this fact
will narrow t h e f i e l d down to three top
boats: Delta Chi, X Club, and
Sigma Nu.
Delta Chi is favored once again
to retain the cup for the third
consecutive year because of a veteran crew composed of George
Johnson, Tim Loftin, John Thibodeau, Emory Hunter and Al Han
sen.
The X Club should be a strong
contender. In t h e club's shell will
be Ed Motch, Max Grulke, Ray
Thaggard, L. D. Bochette, and
Jack Large.
Don Brinegar, Don Jones, John
Vereen, Gil Crosby, and F r a n k
Stockton will carry Sigma Nu's
hopes. The Snakes a r e definitely
the "dark horse" outfit.
A t this moment both t h e Alpha
and Independents are unknown
quality. Russ
Sturges and Jack
Stamford look promising in t h e
'Indies' boat.
The crew schedule is as follows:
Feb. 12: Sigma Nu vs. Alpha
Phi Lambda, X Club vs. Independent.
Feb. 13: Delta Chi vs. Independent, X Club vs. Alpha Phi Lambada.
Feb. 14: Delta Chi vs. X Club,

All About Cal Dixon
By

JOHN

"Coondog" De Grove

6'6" long, lean, and lanky tennis talent. That's Calhoun Dickson, this weeks "Spot Light" subject.
,, .^m"
Calhoun was a comparative late
s t r a t e r in t h e tennis field, waiting until after graduation from
high school to _ do any serious
playing. His first tournament victory was recorded in his native
city, Tampa, Florida. He won the
Tampa City Tournament in 1948.

Malcolm Fox to win the doubles
crown, beating Buddy Behrens and
Dick Balbiers to do it. In t h e 1951
tourney Calhoun and Alfredo Millet lost out in t h e finals in their
bid for t h e doubles title.
This past Christmas season saw
Calhoun • win one of his most im
portant victories in taking t h e
State Public Palks event in JackEonville. This was a clean sweep
Since t h a t victory, Calhoun has
steadily improved. He has played win with Cal taking the doubles
fine tennis in the State Invitation- and single crown.
al Tournament held annually in
In t h e "Greatest Thrill" departOrlando. In 1950 Cal teamed with ment, Cal remembers a
great
match against Gardner Mulloy in
Sigma Nu vs. Independent.
which Dickson came about a s close
Feb. 15: Sigma Nu vs. X Club,
as possible to upsetting the Miami
Delta Chi vs. Alpha Phi Lambda
star, currently the nations No. 4
Feb. 1<3: Delta Chi vs. Sigma N u
ranked player. Cal won the first
Alpha Phi Lambda vs. Indepen
set 6-3 and led the second 4-2 bedent.
fore bowing to one of MuUoys famous rallies.

SUNNILAND TRAVEL BUREAU
L A N l t R TRAVEL SERVICE
(No Service Charge)

AIR. BUS AND STEAMSHIP
TICKETS, TOURS AND CRUISES
Ormond A. McAbee
"Your Travel Agent"

30 E. Pine St.
Phone 5301

DANCING — MUSIC

PARK AVENUE BAR
'ROBBIES'
114 PARK AVE., N.

Calhoun's kid brother has played
three years of basketball for Florida Southern University and he
also captains the tennis team for
that school.
Med. school is Calhoun's ambition. He plans to follow tennis
only a s a hobby.
Would YOU like to be t h e Atlete of the Week? You can by slipping me a measley fin. If you're
a girl, just forget the fin!

WINTER PARK

Situation will probably be remied this week, though. Two p r a c tices slated and then t h e team
stages a repeat performance with
the Cocoa a g g r e g a t e a t t h e Davis
Armory, Thursday night. T r a m p led them last time, 69-39 but t h a t
was last time.
DESPERATION SHOT: Talking about the girls' varsity—can't
someone think up some nice, a p propriate—but cute, catchy nickname for them Anything but Tarlets. U g h !
LOBS: W h a t ever happened to
those lights we were supposed
to illuminate the tennis courts
with a t 25c a throw? You know,
it's funny, but several tennis players don't have time t o play in t h e
afternoons. Classes, or something.
They might appreciate t having
some time in which to practice.

Johnson's
BARBER SHOP

LAKE SHORE
Motor Court

Excellent Accommodations
for Family or Friends

NOW OPEN
DOUBLE KAY DRIVE-IN

FREDDIE'S STEAK HOUSE

Hours
8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Temporarily

Serving the World's Finest Steaks

Winter P a r k
Florida
n

uilinil
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Offering also a Complete Menu including a wide selection
of tempting Ocean Fresh

Seafood

COCKTAIL LOUNGE and DINING ROOM

Open TiU 2 A.M.
SERVING EVERY DAY
Featuring Relaxing Dinner Music
throughout the entire evening.
4 Miles North of Winter Park — Hi-Way 17-92

For Reservations, Please Phone 27-2781

LET'S GO BOWLING
Rollins Students Specially Welcome
Enjoy Bowling at its Finest at REDUCED
Afternoon Rates.

THE

The Tarpon Club wiU don its
blue and gold suits this Sunday
to take the spotlight at San Lan
do to present another of their
water ballets. The twelve girls to
be featured in t h e formation swim
ming a r e Jeannie Weislogel, Pat
Roberts, Norma Jean Thaggard
Ann Lewis Turley, Saretta Hill
Darlene Evilsizor, Ila MUler Betty Fleming, Alida Brangs, JQ
Dunn, Bobbie Doerr, and Nancv
Huff. Their show will climax the
week's Azelea Festival at the
springs. Along with the formation
swimmers, men from the waterfront will clown and do canoe
stunts.
This is not the first Tarpon
show of the season. November saw
them swimming in the week-long
Orlando Home Show. For next
Sunday the "mermaids" are creating their best "Easter Williams"
stuff for a bigger and even more
beautiful ballet.

BOWLISEUM

N. Orange Ave. and New Hampshire Ave.
AIR CONDITIONED

HARPER'S
has a

BAR
and a
RESTAURANT

Now Serving!

ROOT BEER
SANDWICHES — FOOD — ICE CREAM
Block from Rollins College
151 W. Fairbanks

An Adventure in Good Eating . . .

TarponClub
AtSanLando

Sunday will see
duets, quartettes, and octatettes set to music.
Besides rythmic
swimming the
girls will demonstrate strokes and
do exhibition diving. The club this
year is under the tri-coaching of
students, Weislogel, Roberts, and
Thaggard and Miss Sara Jane Dorsey of the Physical Education De.
partment.
Tarpon is a Variety
sport. Membership in it counts
points toward girls' R-CIub. Be. j
fore becoming members girls mast
pass try-out requirements and
participate in two shows. Practices
are held regularly a t the
TIME-OUT:
No
intramural Court Pool.
sports for awhile but some energetic souls have taken up softball around those golf links ? No traps,
in the meantime. Looks too stren- please.
J U M P BALL: Just found out
uous for my tired bones. Combimodern amateur athletes
nation of basketball, soccer, hock- t h a t
ey, and track. Hockey, by itself, is aren't a m a t e u r s a t all, but real
pros.
Where
does that leave the
four hours of exercise rolled into
30 minutes. I'll take Bermuda, my- legitimate professionals? You ask
them. I can't count that high.
self.
SLICES: Been trying t o keep
up with the golfers but t h e newspapers aren't too cooperative.
Never see any of them around,
DID YOU KNOW THAT
either. W h a t about you travelers
letting us know what's going on

Orlando Ave.
on Lake Killarney

"We Need Your Head
in Our Business"

BEVERAGES

0
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19c Breakfast
8 to 10 A.M.

45c Lunch
12-2 P.M.
Open Until
Midnight Every Day
Curb Service 4-12 P.M.

ORANGE BOX
"A Block Away
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Tryouts For

X-Clubbers Cop

Limelisht

*51 Baseball

First Half Of

BY L.L.

Varsity Mon.
By CHUCK AYRES
With the approach of
warm
weather and barring further incidents in Korea and adjacent areas,
T a r BasebaU Coach, Joe Justice
issues his firgt call to baseball
candidates for the 12 of February.
With the rigorous spring training
sessions just a week away, coach
Joe is probably tearing his hair
for a way to offer local baseball
enthusiasts
another
formidable
diamond contingent like those of
former years.
From last year's fine team only
Lyle Chambers, Dickie Williams,
Wilson Tate and Francis Natolis
remain; so from this corner if
looks like a terrific rebuilding program is in the offing. Even Coach
Justice hasn't given any clues as
to who will play where. Frankly
with no information to draw upon
I would just as soon wager t h a t
Thomas Buchbinder or
Wotsu
Sakamocho will play third base
as bet t h a t a horse could lick a
flea.
However, rumors have it t h a t
a t least eight and maybe ten pitchers will handle the mound chores
for the 1951 version of the Rollins Tars. On the second thought
perhaps it would be safe to call
them chunkers or throwers because I haven't seen them perform yet. Anyway, if these rumors are correct, all of them are
faiirly scrawny, and it will take
a t least t h a t many puny ones to
replace such
stalwarts as Big
John Grey, Clyde Stevens, Jim
Covello, McBride, Hancock & Co.
For three years Big John commanded quite a bit of healthy respect in Florida baseball circles,
and this writer is willing to wager, that someday Mr. Grey will
command t h a t same respect when
he faces American League batmen. To prove my point I'd like
to quote the exact words of a bewildered Clemson batter after Big
John blew a whistling third strike
across the plate. The umpire in a
convincnig tone bellowed, "Strike
three." The batter's retort was
"It sounded low, Mr. Ump."
WeU, returning to the subject of
Rollins prospects for 1951, it is
quite possible t h a t another strong
Tar Nine will emerge from the
large corp of rookies and veterans who will answer Coach J u s tice's call on February 12.

THE SANDSPUR
Makes Good Reading
for the Family
SEND A COPY HOME

Cage Contest

We're all members of Dubsdread
but do we take advantage of the
opportunities which our membership entitles us to? Out of approximately six hundred fifty students enroUed in Rollins
about
twenty individuals accept what
the club has to offer.
Not many people even dream of
such memberships being included
in their tuition, but when we have
it before us, what ya' say we start
taking advantage of it?
Two tennis courts at Dubs are
available most
any time of the
day for those who like to play before the 4:15 net class is over. It
seems we'll be playing moonlight
tennis before anything is actually done about lighting the courts
here a t school.—Try Dubs.
The links are in good shape, and
with the mixed two-ball beginning the twentith of this month,
all the golf minded
enthusiasts
should be dusting off the golf
sticks in preparation for the big
event.
Golfers from every state in the
U. S. will be playing during this
special week. Some of the best
wUl be on hand to display the
finest golf t h a t any of us could
ever hope to see.—Then there are
others who will play just for experience, fun, or the fact t h a t it Bob Whitner of Florida State outleaps Jim Fay (7) to capture the much
will mean a few days vacation needed rebound. Pete Fay (12) and BUI Ross (13) stand by as on
lookers.
from classes.
Season and daily tickets will be
on sale a t Dubsdread, so ask
about it soon.

Last Half Rally By F.S.U.
Proves Fatal For Tarmen
Tar MaidsTrounce
Pickrill Hoopsters

A veiy seasick bunch of Tarlets
managed to extend their victory
chain to three straight last Wednesday night as they staggered
past Pickrill's, independent team
from Orlando, 35 to 15.
Probably a new record for low
scoring was established when, at
the end of the first quarter, the
score read Pickrill's 3, Rollins 1.
After grabbing a slight lead in
the second quarter, the gals managed to more or less find their
sea legs and coast in over the
second half.
All of the three starting forwards, Jensen, Apgar, and Norris, collected ten points apiece.
Carolyn H e r r i n g
chipped in
another four, and Joan Champion
added the clincher. Sis Shute proved to be the team's anchor at her
guard slot with many decisive interceptions, and Marilyn Shinton
also helped to break up several of
the opponents' plays.

HAVE A BIG TIME
Week nig-hts and Weeends

A 39 point blast during the
last two periods, after they trailed at halftime 32-21, provided the
necessary momentum for Florida
State University to overhaul Rollins 60-57 last Thursday night at
the Winter Park high school gym.
The 11 point edge that the Tars
held at
intermission time was
erased halfway through the last
session and the Seminoles drew
away and took the lead until the
final gun went off. The absence
of Tar Center, Frank Barker, who
was confined to the
Infirmary
with a serious case of Virus, was
badly felt in the closing minutes
of the hard-fought contest.
Pete Fay, who shared top scoring honors with Ev. Williams,
sparked the Tars to an early lead.
Fay sank four straight shots and
bagged three free-throws as Rollins moved ahead in the first half.
Williams took over soon after the
third period began and duplicated
Fay's performance, this time ably
helped by teammate
Dick Sils.
Williams collecting a total of 20
points, Pete with 19; and Silas
with 11, formed the bulk of the
Rollins offense. The steady play
of the boys from the State's capital and their control of the backboard in the second half were important factors in the outcome of
the game.

at the

CHATTER:

ELY
INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance
Phone 3-8441

Winter Park

TOM & JERRY'S
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT
is on our menu
at the

NORTH POLE
SPECIALTY — FROZEN CUSTARD
1399 Orange Ave.

Winter Park

Are Your Clothes

Wellv the clothes we wash may not make any
lise, but as far as being clean—you can's beat
noise,

For the
BEST SERVICE POSSIBLE

OPEN SUNDAYS

THE

Shuffleboard - Dancing

ANDY AHDCS GARAGE
500 HOLT AVE.

»

108 Park Ave. WinterPark

SQUEAKY - CLEAN?

TEPEE CLUB
947 Orange Ave.

HARDWOOD

Though Frank Barker was sidelined for the last two games the
6.4' Center remains on top of the
list in the State's scoring race.
Frank with a total of 291 points
has only two contenders for the
title; Hamilton, from the University of Florida and Mackie. MacDonald from Miami. There are
four more games in the Tar schedule, and if he keeps the pace he
might wind up with the coveted
prize.

The first half of the Intramural Basketball program ended last
week with the X Club leading the
way. The Lambda Chi cagers rank
seco'nd, followed by Sigma Nu,
Delta Chi, Kappa Alpha and Independents.
Third place was decided in the
Sigma Nu-KA game, which the
loys of Sigma Nu took by a scant
point in the closing seconds of the
heated fray. Kappa Alpha was
leading at the half and during
most of the game, until the stubborn Sigma Nu quintet made a
final and decisive bid which gave
them a 36-37 victory. Jerry Campbell once again was the big gun,
he scored 20 points and was standout in defense. John Wetzel, who
by the way is top man in the scoring race, sank 14 points for the
KAs.
In the other game, a surprisingly-inspired Independents team
gave the confident X Club a run
for their money, and at moments it
looked as if the X men were going
to suffer their first defeat in the
hands of the cellar-dwelling team,
but with the pressure on, they
came through to remain undefeated. The final score was 45-37.
The second half gets under way
this week and all the clubs a r e '
making preparations to improve
their respective teams, and by the
outlook of things, the homestretch
promises to be more interesting, if possible, than the first half.
Won Lost
X Club
5
0
Lambda Chi
3
1
Delta Chi
2
2
Sigma Nu
2
3
Kappa Alpha
2
3
independents
0
5

PHONE 3-2101

117 N. Orlando Avenue
WINTER PARK

Launderette

EIGHT
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Piano Concert
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HOLDING HANDS?

Debate Ends

Opens Events

16th Conference

The annual
t^o-piano concert
The Rollins College economic
for the benefit of the Phi Beta
conference concluded its 16th conScholarship Fund, will be held at
secutive meeting yesterday morn8:15 p. m., Sunday, Feb. 18, at
ing with a spirited student dethe Woman's Club. It is the openbate on the national intereoUeing event of the Rollins Founders'
giate topic, "Resolved: That the
Week celebration.
Non-Communist Nations Skoald
Participants will be students of
Form
A New International Orthe Rollins College Conservatory
ganization."
They wUl be Margaret Smith and
Mack Israel, who will play the
At the three-day meet in An1st Sonata for Two Pianos, by
nie Russell Theatre, 15 p n m j .
Clementi; Allegro Con Spirito
nent businessmen, educators and
from
Sonata in D for
Two
economists discussed the means by
Pianos by Mozart, Chesta Hoswhich industry can be geared to
mer and Doris Campbell; Fetes,
meet the tremendous demands of
by Debussy-Ravel, by J a n e Hood
defense preparedness prograia.
BYRON HOLLINSHEAD and Carolyn Simonds; Hungarian
Under the
conference tlie«e
Fantasy, by Liszt, Jeannine Ro- Max Grulke, President of RSS, and Dr. Vestal, Sponsor, show new The Impact
of World
Affairs
lab equipment to John Champion.
mer, with orchestral p a r t s played
Upon the American Economy, the
by John PhiUips; Concertstucke,
speakers presented
their ideas
by Weber, Ugo Damia, with orfrom the labor and management
chestral parts played by John
viewpoint on how the nation's inPhilips.
'
dustries can best step up predicAdmission is free, but a collection, utilize raw materials, create
new production facilities for scarce
Appointment of Dr. Byron S. tion will be taken.
Mr. Donald S. Allen, director of
materials, direct manpower and
Hollinshead, consultant on the
the Fred Stone Theatre, has an- control credit.
staff of the Commission on FinOgden Nash kept his audience nounced the cast for Her Husancing Higher Education, as chair- Puppets Presented A t
Stanley H. Ruttonberg, direclaughing Tuesday night, February band's Wife the Founders' Week
man of the newly-created Rollins j
tor, department of education and
6,
ai the Winter Park High School play to be presented February 21st
College Development Board, was Annie Russell Saturday
lesearch, CIO, who was schedAuditorium.
announced here last Saturday by
through 24th. The cast is headed uled to address the conference
Bobby Fulton's Puppets will preHe apologized for his appearane
Dr. Paul A. Wagner, president. sent an hour's version of "Jack and
by Paul Ulrich, playing his first yesterday, was unable to appear.
Dr. Hollinshead will continue as the Beanstalk" a t 10:30 a. m., Sat- ofc tweeds instead of tails but ex- role in the Fred Stone Theatre, He was delayed in Washington,
a p a r t time consultant to the As- urday a t Annie Russell Theatre, plained because of the financial illHoward BaUey, theatre director an- ness of some switchmen who have and includes Carol McKechnie, Tal- D. C , by the rail strike.
sociation of American Universi- nounced yesterday.
Members of the student debate
no symptoms, t h a t his dress clothes ly Merritt, Dolores Kowowski,
ties Commission which is studying
The
production is
aimed at
panel yesterday were Bob Yoder
Corky Scarborough, and H e n r y
t h e financing of higher institu- school children, and t h e admission were stuck in Washington, D. C.
tive,
Jean W a r r e n and Betty GarMr. Nash resumed his talk from Shannon.
tions under a g r a n t from the Rock- price will be 60c for children and
ret, negative.
students, and 1.20 for adults. Fulefeller and Carnegie Foundations. ton played here last year and was where he had to stop last February
The
play
is
a
well
known
comeHowever, he will devote the ma- greatly enjoyed by the audience. at the Animated Magazine and said dy by A. E. Thomas. After its
he had come for the pleasure of
jor p a r t of his time to t h e Roltalking about himself. He began run at Fred Stone, Mr. Allen is Race Relations Holds
lins Board which is expected to
CALBNDAR
by saying t h a t he was half a Dem- planning to tour with the play in
put into effect a long-range de- FItlDAY: Febnray 9—
ocratic
administration
removed several other Florida Cities. The Yearly Faith Program
6;4o—Pep Rally, Cente
velopment program. 7:1.5—Pan American
from his fifties and t h a t he didn't production will be directed by Mr.
Casa Iberia.
The Race Relations Committee
T h e new member of t h e RolUns S.-VTURDAY,
February 10—
have "round shoulders" but a "dis- Allen, and will be stage managed
3:30—Puppet Show, An
Russtaff is a g r a d u a t e of Brown UniMarshall
Woodward.
The of Rollins College is holding their
tinguished stoop." Anyone who by
sell Theatre.
7th
annual Inter-faith and Race
8:00—Rollins vs. Stetson, bas- thinks of a stoop as a front porch scenery will be designed and exeversity and began his teaching
ketball (here).
Relations program on February
career as an instructor of En10:00—Kappa X Club Dance, An- is not to be contradicted according cuted by Marshall Woodward.
Roof.
l l t h , at 3:00 p. m., in the Annie
glish a t Bucknell University. In gebilt
to Mr. Nash.
SUNDAY, February 11—
Russell Theatre.
3:00 Race Relations.
addition, he has t a u g h t in sumEniffing an dsneezing between
5:00 Gretchen Herpel, Chapel,
mer sessions a t H a r v a r d UniverDean Theodore S. Darrah will
Org-an Recital.
couplets, Mr. Nash gave what BACH FESTIVAL
Febrnarj- 1.1—
sity and at the University of Cali- TUE.SDAY,
preside over t h e program in which
5:15 Key Society, Alumni House. might be a remedy for anyone's
(Continued from page 1)
fornia and has served as president
8:30 Town Hall, I^owell Thomas
Rabbi Morris Lazaron will give
cold.
Jr.
of Keystone Junior College in La- WEDNESDAY,
address.
The
Hungerford
or bass will this year be rendered the
Feburary 14—
"Candy is dandy
3:30 Worrell Lecture. Annie
Plume, Pa., for ten years, and
by a selected group of voices from School Choir will sing and films
Russell Theatre.
But liquor is quicker.
was president of Coe College in
7:0D Pi Phi Valentine Pledge
the bass section of the
Rollins of present day interest wiU be
But if these are too radical
party.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for five years.
shown. One of the highlights of
Rollins-Florida Southern
Chapel Choir.
W h y not t r y Hadacol?
basketball, (there).
the program is the presentation
During World W a r II Dr. Hol- TUKSDAY. February 1^—
The Bach Choir of one hundred
Next Mr. Nash read his docuof the DePugh-Hall award. It is
4:00 John Martin Seri<
linshead was one of 12 coUege
ment about the troubels of middle voices has ben rehearsing r e g u presidents chosen to be on the Day journals, and news papers. He is age and two paiVs of Masses larly since the l a t t e r p a r t of Oc- given by the Winter Park Interracial
Committee to the person who
Committee on "The Relationship editorial adviser to the Houghton "Peek-a-boo, I Almost See You."
tober, and is now meeting twice
has done the most toward betBetween Higher Education and the Mifflin Company of Boston, Mass.
Because he had lived a purely weekly. Mr. Woodruff states t h a t tering race relations in the past
Federal Government." At the same
It is expected t h a t Dr. Hollins- "personal life" he was not going the spirit of the group is outstandyear.
time, he served on the American head will make Winter Park his to tell all about it.
ing and t h a t their progress to date
Council on Education Committee permanent residence shortly after
The public as well as the RolMr. Nash said t h a t he began to even exceeds t h a t of last year. He
on "Evolution of Training and Ex- the first of February. Dr. and Mrs. write his verse when he was at an predicts a performance of
the lins family, is invited. A collecperience in the Armed Services." Hollinshead have two sons,
editorial desk for a publishing com- highest a r t i s t r y and of great dra- tion will be taken during the proHe also served for a period of
gram.
pany. He saw so many bad verses matic intensity.
eight years on the
Accrediting
t h a t were written unconsciously
THE SANDSPUR
Commission of Higher Education
and were humorous t h a t he decided
of the Middle States Association.
write bad ones consciously and
Makes Good Reading to
make them funnier.
Dr. Hollinshead is the co-author or editor of several biooks on
He also gave his definition of
for the Family
education and has published many
CAMPUS OR CASUAL WEAR
marriage as a happy meeting of
articles in magazines,
scholarly SEND A COPY HOME the immovable object and the irlesistible force.

HoUingshead
Heads Board

Cast
Ogden Nash Comedy
By Don Allen
Entertains

For

SERVICE SHOE SHOP
P. F . HENDRICK, Owner

FLOYD W H E E L E R , Manager

N E W POSTAL BUILDING, WINTER PARK

VALENTINE CANDY
at

Doc O^Brien^s
NUNNALY'S — HOLLINGSWORTH
Elmer's New Orleans Chocolate

COI.ONY: Thiirs. a nd West Point
Story.
and'Curtai
Wed. and
bands.
BEACHAM: Thurs.
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Sun. and Wed. Samson & DelThurs. and Sat. The Mudlark.
Sat. Next
VOGUE: Thurf
4:16, 6:05,
Yqu Hear:
9:43.
Sun. and Tues. Watch the Bride:
2:23. 4:20. 6:17, 8:44, 10:11.
Wed. and Sat. Edge of Doom:
2:00.3:59, 5:58, 7:57, 9:56.
HI.VUTO: Thurs. and Fri. Gallant
Thoroughbred: 12:44, 3:32, 6:20,
9:08.
Winchester 73: 11:00, 1:48, 4:36,
7:24, 10:22.
Sat: Harbor of Missing Men,
10:11, 12:47, 3:23. 5:59, 8:35.
Commanrhe Territory: 11:15,
11:51, 4:27, 7:03, 9:39.
Sun: Never A Dull Moment, 1:00,
4:02. 7:04, 10:06.
March of Wooden Soldier: 2:52,
5:54, 8:56.
GR.\ND: Thurs. Fuller Brush Girl:
1:00, 2:46. 4^2, 6:18, 8:04, 9:60.
Fri. and Sat.^lues Buster, Rustlers on Horseback.
Sun and Tues. Last of the Buccaneers.
Wed and Sun. Kansas Raiders.
WINTER PARK DRIVE IN: Thurs.
and Fri. Rogue River, 6:30, 8:48,.
10:00.
Sat. and Thurs. BreSkthrough,
6:30, 8:52, 10:00.
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SWAGS A Style of Slax that requires NO belt
$22.50

FORDHAM JACKET Very casual—Nail's head or check—$22.50

BING CROSBY SHffiTS-Barathea Finish—stitched collar—$7.95

Walter Menges
CLOTHIER TO M E N

206 N. Orange Ave.

Orlando

